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Introduction

Threatened by trade retaliation against U.S. exports by the European Union ("EU") and Japan, on February 14, 2012, the U.S. Department of Commerce ("DOC") announced a policy change to generally end the practice of “zeroing” in antidumping cases. The DOC had earlier ended zeroing in antidumping investigations; the February 14 policy change covers future administrative reviews of existing antidumping orders, including new shipper reviews, expedited antidumping reviews, and sunset reviews.

Since this change in practice will apply to all imports, it may facilitate settlement of similar pending World Trade Organization ("WTO") cases—except those seeking antidumping duty refunds on past zeroing. But the United States is not likely to stop trying to negotiate legalization of zeroing. The DOC may also continue to use zeroing in targeted dumping analyses, which have not yet been the subject of a WTO panel ruling.

What Is “Zeroing”?

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade ("GATT") Article VI and the WTO Antidumping Agreement ("ADA") authorize importing countries to impose extra tariffs on imports found to be “dumped” and to cause material injury or threat to the domestic industry producing a like product. Article VI defines “dumping” as sales for export below “normal value” (the comparable price for sales within the exporting country or to a third country, or the cost of production plus overhead and profit). The DOC and other antidumping authorities calculate the margin of dumping for a product by computing the difference between normal value and export price for each model or type of a particular product, and aggregate the results.

“Zeroing” meant that the DOC would omit (“zero”) the calculations where export price was higher than normal value, thus inflating dumping margins. The DOC, the EU, and some other importing countries originally used zeroing both in antidumping investigations and in administrative reviews of antidumping orders.[1]
Zeroing in the GATT/WTO

In the pre-WTO period, Japan unsuccessfully challenged zeroing in the EC—Audio Cassettes case, though the panel report’s adoption was blocked.[2] The Uruguay Round negotiations also failed to clarify whether zeroing would be legal. India then challenged zeroing under the WTO in EC—Bed Linen.[3] The EC argued that without any explicit instruction by the ADA, an antidumping authority could establish a dumping margin for each product model and therefore need not aggregate any negative results to obtain a final dumping margin for the product as a whole. The panel and the Appellate Body rejected the EC’s position. The Appellate Body ruled that the “fair comparison” requirement in ADA Article 2.4.2 meant that the EC should have established the dumping margin “for the product—cotton-type bed linen—and not for the various types or models of that product.”[4] The Appellate Body also concluded that the EC should have taken into account “all comparable export transactions,” including those with negative individual dumping margins.[5]

The Appellate Body then reiterated this position in cases against U.S. antidumping investigations.[6] The battle eventually shifted to whether ADA Article 9.3, which governs administrative reviews, also would exclude zeroing,[7] and whether the zeroing jurisprudence would apply to other types of zeroing (weighted-average-to-transaction and transaction-to-transaction, as well as weighted-average-to-weighted-average).[8] Initially, panels resisted the Appellate Body’s sweeping stance against zeroing, and one panel even questioned the binding nature of the Appellate Body’s anti-zeroing decisions.[9] However, the Appellate Body reaffirmed the vitality of jurisprudence within the WTO system, emphasizing that “adopted panel and Appellate Body reports are often cited by parties in support of legal arguments in dispute settlement proceedings, and are relied upon by panels and the Appellate Body in subsequent disputes.”[10]

The battle concerning zeroing in administrative reviews has focused on the United States because of the U.S. retrospective method of assessing antidumping duties. In the U.S. system, the antidumping duty rate established by the DOC in an antidumping investigation does not determine an importer’s final antidumping duty liability for imports of the subject goods into the United States. In the U.S. system, the importer deposits a security (in the form of a cash deposit) at the time of importation. The importer, or any interested party (a domestic producer or a foreign exporter or producer) may annually ask the DOC to perform an administrative review. In its review, the DOC gathers data on actual export prices and normal values for the period under review, and it calculates margins of dumping. If the calculated dumping margin is higher than the cash deposit, the importer must pay the difference with interest, and if it is lower, the difference is refunded with interest. The final margin of dumping for each importer becomes the new cash deposit rate for future entries of merchandise.

If no periodic review is requested,[11] entries for that period are liquidated (duty assessment becomes legally final) at the initial cash deposit rate.[12] The U.S. industry (petitioners) and importers and foreign exporters (respondents) both viewed zeroing as possibly making the difference between keeping or losing long-standing U.S. antidumping orders. Respondents argued that zeroing was creating margins where dumping had ceased; petitioners argued that respondents should not be able to hide targeted dumping by averaging dumped prices in competitive markets with non-dumped prices in non-competitive markets.

The U.S. Resists
U.S. negotiators tried to negotiate a solution, proposing in the Doha Round Negotiations on Rules that ADA Articles 2.4 and 9.3 be amended to permit zeroing.[13] This position found little or no support and was met by strong opposition by the “Friends of Anti-Dumping” anti-zeroing alliance.[14] No resolution is likely on this issue in the now-deadlocked Doha Round negotiations.[15]

The U.S. antidumping authorities did only the minimum to comply with the Appellate Body decisions on zeroing. After the Appellate Body found that zeroing in investigations violated ADA Article 2.4, the DOC eliminated zeroing in original investigations[16] but continued to use zeroing in administrative reviews. The EU and Japan then pursued and won WTO challenges to U.S. use of zeroing in administrative reviews,[17] and then pursued compliance proceedings.[18] They both threatened trade retaliation against U.S. exports unless the DOC stopped using zeroing in administrative reviews.[19]

On December 28, 2010, the DOC published a Federal Register Notice under Section 123(g) of the Uruguay Round Agreements Act (“URAA”), seeking comments on a proposal to change its methodology for calculating dumping margins and antidumping duty assessment rates in reviews, to parallel its methodology for investigations.[20] Section 123 applies when the WTO has determined that a U.S. federal regulation or practice is WTO-inconsistent; it provides that the regulation or practice may be modified to implement the WTO decision only through a final rule or other modification published in the Federal Register, after the agency concerned has consulted with Congress and has published a proposed modification for comment.[21]

Meanwhile, the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit ruled that the inconsistency in the DOC’s interpretation of U.S. law as permitting both non-use of zeroing in original investigations and use of zeroing in administrative reviews was arbitrary and unreasonable.[22] Trading partners have continued to bring, and the United States has consistently lost, challenges to use of zeroing in U.S. antidumping cases.[23] The U.S. has not won a single case on zeroing in the WTO.

The End of Zeroing?

On February 6, 2012, the United States, together with the EU and Japan, announced that it had reached agreements settling its zeroing disputes. The agreements provide that the United States will expeditiously complete the process under URAA Section 123 to modify its methodologies, as described in the December 2010 Federal Register notice, by signing the final modification and submitting it promptly for publication. The agreements also require the United States to promptly initiate proceedings under URAA Section 129 for certain listed antidumping duty orders on products from the EU and Japan, and to issue final Section 129 determinations within four months, revising cash deposit rates established on the basis of zeroed calculations.[24] Section 129 deals with correction of antidumping or countervailing duty actions to comply with a WTO dispute settlement decision.[25] U.S. Trade Representative Ron Kirk declared that these agreements would benefit the U.S. economy by enabling American farmers and businesses to “invest in job-creating export markets without the uncertainty of possible trade retaliation.”[26]

On February 14, 2012, the DOC published its final notice of policy change on zeroing under URAA Section 123 in the Federal Register.[27] The notice states:

[I]n a review of an antidumping duty order conducted under 19 CFR 351.213 (administrative review), 351.214 (new shipper
review), and 351.215 (expedited antidumping review) (collectively “reviews”). . . the Department will calculate weighted-average margins of dumping and antidumping duty assessment rates in a manner which provides offsets for non-dumped comparisons while using monthly average-to-average ("A–A") comparisons in reviews, paralleling the WTO-consistent methodology that the Department applies in original investigations. The Department is also modifying its practice in five-year ("sunset") reviews, such that it will not rely on weighted-average dumping margins that were calculated using the methodology found to be WTO inconsistent.

The notice also amends the DOC antidumping regulations. These changes will apply to all reviews pending before the DOC for which the preliminary results are issued after April 16, 2012; to all sunset reviews for which preliminary or expedited final results are issued after that date; and in issuing recalculated antidumping determinations to implement the results of four adopted WTO dispute settlement reports.[28]

Commentators have noted that there could be a catch. The DOC notice states that DOC’s intention is to apply a methodology which (as in antidumping investigations) “will necessarily include any exceptional or alternative comparison methods that are determined appropriate to address case-specific circumstances.”[29] Commentators have suggested that this leaves the door open for the DOC to use zeroing in “targeted dumping” situations[30] referred to in ADA Article 2.4.2, which explicitly permits use of weighted-average-to-transaction comparisons “if the authorities find a pattern of export prices which differ significantly among different purchasers, regions or time periods.”[31] There are no WTO rulings on targeted dumping—yet.

The U.S. policy change on zeroing could facilitate resolution of pending zeroing disputes with other trading partners. The U.S. agreements with the EU and Japan provide that the DOC will eliminate zeroing from dumping margins in antidumping orders covered by the four dispute settlement reports referred to above. The DOC will now calculate non-zeroed margins for all administrative reviews going forward—even for countries that have not brought WTO cases—but not for reviews that are concluded before April 12. For outstanding antidumping orders, an interested party will be able to request elimination of zeroing from existing cash deposit rates in the next annual administrative review (or any ongoing review that concludes on or after April 12). A country that wants more than that will have to bring a WTO dispute. Moreover, due to the prospective nature of remedies under the WTO system, the current U.S. policy change does not entail any compensation for previous antidumping duties paid on imports because of zeroing.

Korea has continued to pursue a dispute against the United States regarding zeroing on past imports of corrosion-resistant flat steel, and the Dispute Settlement Body established a panel in this case on February 22, 2012, under expedited procedures agreed by the parties.[32]

**Conclusion**

The U.S. policy change on zeroing is likely to bring the United States into conformity with the relevant Appellate Body decisions, although the United State will continue to seek legalization of zeroing through negotiations. Some countries still want to continue to
challenge U.S. zeroing in past administrative reviews in the hope that the United States will recalculate dumping margins on those products under URAA Section 129 as it did for the EU and Japan. The jury is still out on the DOC use of zeroing in targeted dumping situations, though if this occurs, it is realistic to expect further litigation in the WTO.
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